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ABSTRACT
Six studies examined the implications of the Grant-
Brownsword, MBTI® Manual, and Beebe models of type
dynamics, the adequacy of the J–P preference pair as a
“pointer variable” for determining which functions are
extraverted and which are introverted, and whether
clearer, more visible effects occur for Extraversion com-
pared to Introversion. The results supported a prefer-
ence pairs interpretation, cast doubt on J–P as a

“pointer variable,” demonstrated that E–I effects were
caused by the direct role of the E–I preference pair
rather than the expression of effects in the E and I atti-
tudes, and led to the rejection of all forms of type
dynamics. We identified three situations in which type
dynamics conditions are confounded with the MBTI
content of type dynamics groups. First, type dynamics
groups are confounded with each functional preference
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and its opposite, as the dominant and auxiliary func-
tions include a particular preference, whereas the terti-
ary and inferior functions include the opposite
preference. Second, the expression of type dynamics
effects in the E and I attitudes are confounded with the
first letter of several MBTI types. Third, type dynamics
conditions are confounded with their multidimen-
sional MBTI content. Two studies investigated the
implications of preference multidimensionality, that is,
that two or more preferences are often necessary to
describe significant type effects and relationships. In
every case, a clear hierarchy occurred that conformed
to the content conditions and predicted order effects of
preference multidimensionality. The highly systematic
and orderly results of this research can be explained by
three type variables or principles—the individual func-
tions as expressed in the preference pairs, strict effects
for the E–I preference pair, and preference multidimen-
sionality.
Notes:

i For the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator® (MBTI®) instrument, the eight preference categories are
the following: Extraversion (E) versus Introversion (I), Sensing (S) versus Intuition (N), Thinking
(T) versus Feeling (F), Judging (J) versus Perceiving (P). 

ii Preference Multidimensionality and the Fallacy of Type Dynamics—Part 1 (Studies 1–3) was
published in the Journal of Psychological Type in October 2008, and included an Introduction,
Tables 1–11, and Studies 1–3. 

iii Comprehensive ENDNOTES and REFERENCES for Parts I & II have been included in this issue
for the reader’s convenience.

INTRODUCTION
In research published in this Journal last month entitled
“Preference Multidimensionality and the Fallacy of Type
Dynamics: Part I (Studies 1–3),” we examined predic-
tions from type dynamics for groups and their ordinal
relationships formed by type dynamics rules or opera-
tions. We identified three sources of confounding in
which type dynamics conditions are confounded with
the MBTI composition or content of type dynamics
groups.

Here, we present appropriate control conditions
and three additional studies (Studies 4–6). These stud-
ies untangle the confounding described in Part I and
arrange the MBTI preferences according to the ordinal
relationships prescribed by their MBTI content.ii

STUDY 4
As described in Study 1 (See JPT, Vol. 68(10), October
2008 issue), type dynamics groups based on the
Grant-Brownsword model are formed according to
three rules (Brownsword, 1987, 1988; Grant et al.,
1983). The Grant-Brownsword groups for the domi-

nant, auxiliary, tertiary, and inferior functions for S, N,
T, and F as formed by these three MBTI-derived rules
are summarized in TABLE 1 (Brownsword). Observe
that the resultant groups are identical to the Beebe
model of type dynamics groups except, of course, they
occur in different positions (TABLE 9).

For both the Grant-Brownsword and Beebe models
of type dynamics, however, the expression of type
dynamics effects in the E and I attitudes are confounded
with the first letter of several MBTI types, that is, with
the E and I MBTI preferences (Study 1). For example,
although ISTP and ISFP types are auxiliary Sensing
extraverted groups (TABLES 1 and 9), they are intro-
verted types. Because the Beebe model of type dynamics
explicitly separates E and I relationships among its
eight positions, this confounding can be directly exam-
ined. To control for this confounding, Study 4 exam-
ined the four type dynamics groups based strictly on the
first letter of the MBTI types—i.e., there was a set of E
groups and a set of I groups. 

In addition, although hierarchy is not central to
Beebe’s (1984) position, explicit within type dynamics is
the idea that the four functions are ordered in terms of
individual preference and effectiveness (i.e., they form a
hierarchy). Accordingly, the functions are arranged such
that the dominant > auxiliary > tertiary > inferior. When
low scores like those used in this research indicate a
greater or stronger effect, type dynamics predicts the 
following: dominant < auxiliary < tertiary < inferior.

Knowing and applying the MBTI-derived rules for
forming these four groups is not sufficient and is an
incomplete approach to type dynamics. It is also neces-
sary to consider the composition or content of each type
dynamics condition. From this MBTI content perspec-
tive, the dominant and auxiliary functions always
include a particular Jungian function (e.g., S), whereas
the tertiary and inferior functions always include the
opposite function or preference (e.g., N). For example,
when S is the dominant function, it is always auxiliary
and N is always tertiary and inferior (TABLE 1); the eight
dominant and auxiliary Sensing types in TABLE 1
include an S (e.g., ESTP), whereas the eight tertiary and
inferior Sensing types include an N (e.g., ENFJ). In this
sense, type dynamics groups are confounded with each
functional preference and its opposite. An alternative
hypothesis that emphasizes the preference pairs predicts
the following: dominant = auxiliary < tertiary = inferior
(dominant & auxiliary < tertiary & inferior). In Studies
1 and 2, we examined the differential predictions of type
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ses included each Beebe position (TABLE 9) and each of
the groups for the Grant-Brownsword model of type
dynamics (TABLE 1), but configured to examine the
unconfounded, direct effects of the E–I preference pair
across the four type dynamics categories. In addition,
the simple effects for the type dynamics conditions
(dominant, auxiliary, tertiary, and inferior) were com-
pared by Duncan’s test of means, again using the CSS:
Statistica statistical analysis package.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Almost all of the main effects of the ANOVAs were 
significant, including 53 of the 57 analyses for the E–I
main effect and 49 of the 57 analyses for the type
dynamics main effect. The significant effects for E–I
ranged from F(1, 762) = 4.19, p < .041 for the IT item
“Analytical” to F(1, 762) = 156.38, p < .0000 for the ET
item “Assertively outgoing.” The significant effects for
type dynamics ranged from F(3, 762) = 2.69, p < .045
for the ET item “Energetic” to F(3, 762) = 28.01, p <

dynamics compared to the preference pairs hypothesis
and found considerable support for the preference 
pairs hypothesis. Study 4 extended this analysis to the
multidimensional conditions of Beebe’s position, and it
examined hierarchy relative to the contributions of the
functions but strictly as members of the individual
MBTI preference pairs.

METHOD
The sample and rating questionnaire were identical to
those detailed in Study 1. The descriptors selected for
analysis were the ES, IS, EN, IN, ET IT, EF, and IF
descriptors of Study 3. The questionnaire ratings for
individual items were analyzed by two-way ANOVA,
with two levels of the E–I MBTI preference pair (E or I)
orthogonal to four levels of type dynamics functions
(dominant, auxiliary, tertiary, or inferior), and individ-
ual means compared by Duncan’s test of means using
the CSS: Statistica statistical analysis package (CSS: STA-
TISTICA Manual, 1995). Thus, these statistical analy-

Table 12. Mean Type Dynamics Effects for Representative Items and E–I Preference Pair Effects 
(df = 1,762, p < .0000)

Easy to know ES 42.53 E 2.11 1.86 2.00 2.06 n.s.
I 2.47 2.35 2.62 2.74 Aux. < Inf.

Quiet IS 151.16 E 3.25 3.25 3.36 3.45 n.s.
I 2.38 2.37 2.70 2.46 Dom. & Aux. < Tert.

Social 
facilitator EN 114.50 E 2.05 1.95 2.16 2.01 n.s.

I 2.68 2.77 3.04 2.93 Dom. < Tert.

Introspective IN 16.75 E 2.68 2.58 2.61 2.79 n.s.
I 2.07 2.35 2.51 2.54 Dom. < Tert. & Inf.

Initiator ET 73.92 E 1.97 1.96 2.32 2.23 Dom. & Aux.  
< Tert. & Inf.

I 2.71 2.47 2.81 2.73 Aux. < Tert. & Inf.

Analytical IT 4.19* E 1.88 2.15 2.67 2.51 Dom. & Aux. 
< Tert. & Inf.

I 1.93 1.81 2.46 2.43 Dom. & Aux. 
< Tert. & Inf.

Expresses
feelings easily EF 63.84 E 2.24 2.22 2.79 2.43 Dom., Aux., & Inf. 

< Tert.
I 2.92 2.95 3.20 3.09 n.s

Inhibited IF 51.46 E 3.64 3.61 3.83 3.88 n.s.
I 3.31 2.98 3.39 3.28 Aux. < All

Item
Preference

Content F value E–I Dominant Auxiliary Tertiary Inferior
Significant

Effects
2

*p < .05
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.0000 for the EF item “Emotional.” Only seven E–I X
type dynamics interactions were significant, and these
interactions were relatively trivial. The interactions 
represented minor, idiosyncratic effects that were not
fundamental to the issue at hand, and we did not
attempt to interpret them. Finally, the individual com-
parisons yielded many significant effects, and many of
these had extremely low probabilities.

TABLE 12 illustrates the direct effects of E and I 
for a representative sample of descriptors, one from
each of the Beebe conditions. Inspection of TABLE 12
quickly identifies the nature of the significant E–I 
main effects, as the greater effect (lower rating scores)
clearly occurred under the E condition for E-related
items, whereas the greater effect occurred under the I
condition for I-related items. Further, these relation-
ships occurred across the type dynamics conditions.
Comparable E and I effects occurred for almost every
item. These results identify the important contributions
of the E–I preference pair, but strictly as straightforward
contributions of the E and I preferences rather than any
type dynamics requirements for their expression in the
E and I attitudes.

The primary results for the four type dynamics
conditions (simple effects for type dynamics) are pre-
sented in TABLE 13. There are two essential facts that
emerge from the four type dynamics conditions. First,
there is little, if any, evidence for any sense of hierarchy
in these data. Indeed, the specific type dynamics pre-
diction that the dominant < auxiliary < tertiary < infe-
rior never occurred, a result that paralleled those
obtained in Studies 1 and 2. Second, the effect in which
the dominant = auxiliary < tertiary = inferior (dominant
& auxiliary < tertiary & inferior), occurred 25 times
(43.9%), again a result that paralleled those obtained
earlier. These results identify the important contribu-
tion of each of the Jungian functions, but strictly as
members of individual MBTI preference pairs, and collec-
tively provide strong support for the preference pairs
hypothesis, at least for the confounded conditions of
type dynamics.

STUDY 5
Study 5 specifically investigated the role of preference
multidimensionality in producing type effects for the
conditions of the Beebe model of type dynamics.
Preference multidimensionality includes two funda-
mental ideas: first, that two or more preferences are
often necessary to describe significant type effects and

relationships (Boozer, Forte, Maddox, & Jackson, 2000;
Harker et al., 1998; Reynierse, 2000b; Reynierse &
Harker, 2001a); and second, that preference effects are
proportional to their independent associations or 
contributions—i.e., the independently larger preference
will have a greater effect than the independently smaller
preference. In this sense, preference multidimension-
ality represents a third form of confounding in which
type dynamics conditions are confounded with their
preference multidimensional content or composition.
Accordingly, preference multidimensionality specifically
predicts order effects that differ materially from those
predicted by the various forms of type dynamics.

METHOD
The sample and rating questionnaire were identical to
those detailed in Study 1, and the individual items were
the ES, IS, EN, IN, ET, IT, EF, and IF descriptors of
Study 3. In Stage 1, individual MBTI dichotomous pref-
erence scale scores were converted to continuous scale
scores (Myers & McCaulley, 1985). With this conver-
sion, scores less than 100 indicate a preference for the
first letter of each preference pair (E, S, T, or J), whereas
scores greater than 100 indicate a preference for the sec-
ond, opposite letter (I, N, F, or P). In each case, the four
MBTI continuous scale scores were correlated with the
numerical ratings for each of the individual items, and
t-test comparisons were conducted for the independent
samples for each preference pair. Because the question-
naire rating scale ranges from 1 (strongly applies) to 5
(definitely not) (i.e., ranges from high to low), the direc-
tion of these correlations departs from conventional
practice. For these correlations, positive values are in the
direction of E, S, T, or J, whereas negative values are in
the opposite direction. This information was used to
identify the MBTI content of each item and determine
which relevant preferences were primary and secondary
for each item. That is, there is often a primary relation-
ship characterized by a higher r value and difference
score for one preference, and a secondary relationship
for the remaining preference for which the r value and
difference score are smaller.

In Stage 2, the four MBTI content conditions iden-
tified in Study 3 were formed based on the MBTI con-
tent or composition of the various Beebe conditions
(TABLE 9) and on the primary and secondary preference
relationships identified in Stage 1. Thus, these content
conditions included conditions in which both prefer-
ences were shared (e.g., both I and S), in which only an
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Table 13. Mean Type Dynamics Effects for the Beebe Model E–I Controls (Type Dynamics Main
Effect).

Easy to know n.s. 2.29 2.11 2.31 2.40 Aux. < Tert.

Avoids drawing Dom. & Aux. < 
attention to self 3.76* 2.47 2.36 2.74 2.80 Tert. & Inf.

Solemn 3.08* 3.13 3.33 3.44 3.41 Dom. < All

Quiet n.s. 2.86 2.81 3.03 2.95 Aux. < Tert.

MBTI Item
Preferences

F value
(df = 3, 762,
p < .0000)

Dominant Auxiliary Tertiary Inferior Significant
Effects2

Type Dynamics

ES Item

EN Items

IN Items

IS Items

Social facilitator n.s. 2.36 2.36 2.60 2.47 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert.

Nervy n.s. 3.50 3.47 3.59 3.57 n.s.

Wide interests 7.29 1.87 1.86 2.23 2.18 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert. & Inf.

Stimulating 8.33 2.02 2.06 2.31 2.36 Dom. & Aux < 
Tert. & Inf.

Verbal 4.52** 1.97 1.98 2.27 2.10 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert.

Fascinating 3.42* 2.16 2.19 2.39 2.38 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert. & Inf.

Communicator 5.12** 1.84 1.78 2.04 2.11 Dom & Aux. < 
Tert. & Inf.

Impressive 3.58* 2.19 2.21 2.37 2.46 Dom. & Aux. < Inf.

Engaging 5.10** 1.96 1.94 2.20 2.17 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert. & Inf.

Enterprising 2.84* 2.02 2.00 2.15 2.25 Dom. & Aux. < Inf.

Contributes wit
and humor n.s. 2.01 1.95 2.03 2.19 Aux. < Inf.

Theoretical 10.72 2.57 2.73 3.09 3.03 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert. & Inf.

Introspective 2.96* 2.38 2.46 2.56 2.67 Dom. < Inf.

Reflectivea n.s. 2.29 2.25 2.40 2.45 Aux < Inf.

Intellectually 
independent 5.54*** 1.69 1.78 2.01 1.98 Dom. & Aux. < 

Tert. & Inf.

Enjoys role 
of scholar 5.96*** 2.17 2.29 2.51 2.62 Dom. & Aux. < Inf.; 

Dom. < Tert.

Likes to read/write 11.86 1.77 1.89 2.14 2.40 Dom & Aux. < 
Tert. < Inf.

Intelligent 7.77 1.34 1.35 1.50 1.61 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert. & Inf.

Idealistic 8.23 2.33 2.30 2.69 2.72 Dom. & Aux. <
Tert. & Inf.
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Table 13. Mean Type Dynamics Effects for the Beebe Model E–I Controls (Type Dynamics Main
Effect). (continued)

MBTI Item
Preferences

F value
(df = 3, 762,
p < .0000)

Dominant Auxiliary Tertiary Inferior Significant
Effects2

Type Dynamics

ET Items

IT Items

Confident 9.63 1.93 1.87 2.28 2.12 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert. & Inf.

Dominant 11.23 2.83 2.67 3.14 3.23 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert. & Inf.

Initiator 6.29*** 2.34 2.21 2.57 2.48 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert; Aux. < Inf.

Activity oriented 4.11** 2.04 1.90 2.23 2.12 Aux. < Tert. & Inf.

Aggressive 10.09 2.77 2.71 3.14 3.19 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert. & Inf.

Competitive 23.70 2.11 1.99 2.78 2.65 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert. & Inf.

Assertive 13.24 2.05 2.02 2.55 2.33 Dom. & Aux. < 
Inf. < Tert.

Forceful 5.19*** 2.86 2.75 3.03 3.13 Dom. & Aux. < 
Inf.; Aux. < Tert.

Persuasive 3.03* 2.13 2.07 2.18 2.31 Dom. & Aux. < Inf.

Opportunistic 5.80*** 2.83 2.66 3.09 2.94 Dom. & Aux., < 
Tert.; Aux. < Inf.

Outspoken 7.68 2.61 2.35 2.80 2.78 Aux. < All

Assertively 
outgoing n.s. 2.46 2.40 2.61 2.53 n.s.

Enjoys pressure 16.58 2.90 2.93 3.55 3.45 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert. & Inf.

Enterprising 12.38 1.93 1.93 2.39 2.19 Dom. & Aux. < Inf.
< Tert.

Seizes unexpected Dom. & Aux. < 
opportunities 6.74*** 2.13 2.22 2.50 2.41 Tert. & Inf.

Opinionated 6.58*** 2.45 2.28 2.64 2.74 Dom. & Aux. < 
Inf.; Aux. < Tert.

Energetic 2.69* 1.84 1.89 2.07 1.97 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert.

Direct 6.13*** 1.82 1.94 2.15 2.13 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert. & Inf.

Shows initiative n.s. 1.75 1.75 1.93 1.84 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert.

Straightforward 6.61*** 1.71 1.69 1.97 1.92 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert. & Inf.

Seeks action 8.67 2.07 2.08 2.38 2.41 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert. & Inf.

Analytical 21.85 1.91 1.98 2.57 2.47 Dom & Aux.

<Tert. & Inf.

Intellectually 

independent 5.22*** 1.80 1.69 1.99 1.97 Aux. < Tert. & Inf.
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Table 13. Mean Type Dynamics Effects for the Beebe Model E–I Controls (Type Dynamics Main
Effect). (continued)

MBTI Item
Preferences

F value
(df = 3, 762,
p < .0000)

Dominant Auxiliary Tertiary Inferior Significant
Effects2

Type Dynamics

IF Items

EF Items

Hesitant 11.39 3.35 3.21 3.62 3.61 Dom & Aux. < 
Tert. & Inf.

Timid 12.52 3.71 3.68 4.09 4.16 Dom & Aux. < 
Tert. & Inf.

Inhibited 4.44** 3.47 3.29 3.61 3.58 Aux. < Tert. & Inf.

Meek 7.87 3.64 3.65 4.00 4.05 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert. & Inf.

Mild 7.75 2.71 2.76 3.07 3.13 Dom & Aux. < 
Tert. & Inf.

Modest 3.69* 2.25 2.32 2.55 2.47 Dom & Aux. < 
Tert.; Dom. < Inf.

Shy 4.83** 3.61 3.51 3.88 3.73 Dom  & Aux. < 
Tert.; Aux. < Inf.

Self-conscious 7.17 2.91 2.76 3.18 3.17 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert. & Inf.

Peaceful 4.22** 2.02 2.10 2.29 2.25 Dom. & Aux. < 
Tert.; Dom. < Inf.

Expresses 

feelings easily 6.95*** 2.58 2.58 3.00 2.76 Dom., Aux., &

Inf. < Tert.

Emotional 28.01 2.49 2.23 3.01 2.99 Dom. & Aux. < 

Tert. & Inf.; 

Aux. < Dom.

ª Type dynamics effects part of significant E–I X Type dynamics interaction; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001; ****p < .0001.

attitude was shared (e.g., I), in which only a function
was shared (e.g., S), and in which neither the relevant
attitude nor function was shared (e.g., E and N were
shared but not I and S). The content conditions were
always ordered to include the additive effects of the rel-
evant preferences. Thus, the specific order of analysis
included first the Both preferences group (Beebe posi-
tions 1 and 6); next, the Primary preference only group
(Beebe positions 3 and 8 or 2 and 5, i.e., either the 
relevant attitude, E or I, or relevant function, S, N, T, or
F depending on which was primary and had the higher
r value and difference score); then the Secondary pref-
erence only group (Beebe positions 3 and 8 or 2 and 5,
depending on which was secondary and had the lower
r value and difference score); and finally, the Neither
preference group (Beebe positions 4 & 7). For example,
the IS item “Avoids drawing attention to self” in TABLE

14 has an r value of -.31 for I compared to an r value of
.19 for S, as the primary preference is I and the second-
ary preference is S. Thus, the Primary group (an I-only
group) is based on Beebe positions 3 and 8, whereas the
Secondary group (an S-only group) is based on Beebe
positions 2 and 5 (TABLE 9).

The questionnaire ratings for individual items
were analyzed by one-way ANOVA, with four cells cor-
responding to the four MBTI content conditions (Both,
Primary, Secondary, and Neither preferences shared),
and individual means compared by Duncan’s test of
means using the CSS: Statistica statistical analysis pack-
age (CSS: STATISTICA Manual, 1995).

This research is complicated by type interaction
effects (Reynierse & Harker, 2001a) and by the fact that
preference multidimensionality often includes more
than the two relevant dimensions recognized by this
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Table 14. MBTI Preference Contributions to Individual Items: Significant r values and Difference
Scores (d.s.) with alpha = .05.

Easy to know .31 .56 .07 .10 .11 .21 — —

Items

E–I

r d.s. r d.s. r d.s. r d.s.

S–N T–F J–P

ES Item

IS Items

EN Items

IN Items

Avoids drawing attention to self -.31 .62 .19 .40 — — — —

Solemn -.23 .41 .14 .25 — — .09 —

Quiet -.44 .88 .13 .28 — — .14 .23

Social facilitator .42 .79 -.11 .27 — — — —

Nervy .12 .22 -.12 .17 — — -.10 .19

WIde interests .15 .31 -.21 .39 — — -.10 —

Stimulating .28 .41 -.21 .35 — — -.09 —

Verbal .33 .57 -.16 .29 — — -.07 —

Fascinating .22 .38 -.17 .28 — — — —

Communicator .26 .49 -.17 .30 — — — —

Impressive .15 .24 -.13 .23 — — — —

Engaging .26 .42 -.15 .28 — — — —

Enterprising .15 .26 -.11 .24 .23 .37 — —

Contributes wit and humor .28 .42 -.12 .21 — — -.09 .10

Theoretical -.08 — -.22 .41 .14 .30 — —

Introspective -.19 .28 — .15 — — — —

Reflective -.11 .15 -.09 .13 -.07 .12 — —

Intellectually independent — — -.15 .25 .15 .26 — —

Enjoys role of scholar -.07 — -.13 .28 .13 .31 — —

Likes to read/write -.09 .17 -.17 .37 — — — —

Intelligent — — -.14 .17 .14 .15 — —

Idealistic — — -.20 .37 -.11 .15 -.09 .12

ET Items

Confident .14 .23 — — .24 .31 — —

Dominant .11 .26 — — .23 .43 — —

Initiator .29 .53 -.15 .30 .13 .26 — —

Activity oriented .27 .52 — — .13 .21 — —

Aggressive .20 .47 — — .20 .41 — —

Competitive .16 .39 — — .29 .67 — —

Assertive .21 .43 -.11 .20 .23 .42 — —

Forceful .12 .24 — — .16 .27 — —

Persuasive .19 .33 -.13 .25 .08 .14 — —

Opportunistic .17 .32 — — .15 .28 — —
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research. We examined the implications of both factors.
The effects for type interactions, based on a slightly
smaller subset (N = 719) of the total sample (Reynierse
& Harker), were examined by binomial tests (Siegel,
1956). In addition, when the third relevant preference
is a J or a P, preference multidimensionality effects can
be evaluated within the constraints of the type dynam-
ics design of this study. There were 12 items that met
these conditions, and their effects were evaluated by
one-way ANOVA.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Significant r values and difference scores for each item
are presented in TABLE 14. Note that although the mul-
tidimensionality of this study recognized two dimen-
sions, additional MBTI preferences are often needed to
describe a particular item. For example, although “Easy
to know” is an ES item in which the E preference is 
primary and the S preference secondary for the purpose
of evaluating the ES category of this study, it is also a “T”
item. In fact, for this item, the r value for T is greater

Table 14. MBTI Preference Contributions to Individual Items: Significant r values and Difference
Scores (d.s.) with alpha = .05. (continued)

Items

E–I

r d.s. r d.s. r d.s. r d.s.

S–N T–F J–P

ET Items (continued)

IT Items

Outspoken .23 .52 -.11 .22 .15 .29 -.10 .17

Assertively outgoing .43 .94 -.10 .24 .08 — — —

Enjoys pressure .10 .28 -.09 .23 .28 .58 — —

Enterprising .15 .26 -.11 .24 .23 .37 — —

Seizes unexpected opportunities .19 .38 -.18 .30 .15 .28 -.10 .14

Opinionated .07 .16 — — .19 .30 — —

Energetic .20 .34 — — .08 .16 — —

Direct .11 .16 — — .17 .26 .09 .18

Shows initiative .14 .20 -.09 .17 .10 .15 — —

Straightforward .14 .20 — — .18 .24 — —

Seeks action .28 .50 -.08 .16 .18 .32 — —

Analytical -.11 .17 — — .31 .59 .13 .21

Intellectually independent — — -.15 .25 .15 .26 — —

EF Items

IF Items

Expresses feelings easily .31 .64 -.08 .16 -.17 .30 — —

Emotional .13 .29 — — -.32 .66 -.07 —

Hesitant -.18 .34 .11 .25 -.22 .34 — —

Timid -.29 .53 .09 .23 -.22 .44 — —

Inhibited -.25 .50 .09 .20 -.09 .22 — —

Meek -.21 .35 .20 .41 -.18 .40 — —

Mild -.14 .33 .19 .41 -.16 .32 — —

Modest -.18 .36 .09 .22 -.10 .19 .09 .19

Shy -.41 .80 — — -.10 .26 — —

Self-conscious -.09 — — — -.15 .37 — —

Peaceful -.08 .16 .13 .15 -.11 .19 — —
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Table 15. Mean Rating Scores for the Four MBTI Content Conditions (df = 3, 766, p < .0000).

Easy to know 19.09 1.94 2.03 2.43 2.69 Both & Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Items

MBTI Content Conditions WIth Their Beebe Positions

F Both 
1 & 6

Primary
2 & 5/3 & 8

Secondary
2 & 5/3 & 8

Neither 
4 & 7

Significant Effects2

ES Item

IS Items

EN Items

IN Items

Avoids drawing attention to self 27.09 2.13 2.50 2.75 3.05 Both < Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Solemn 14.47 3.04 3.24 3.44 3.62 Both < Prim. < Sec. & Neither

Quiet 60.79 2.38 2.58 3.27 3.41 Both < Prim. < Sec. & Neither

Social facilitator 43.72 2.01 2.11 2.72 2.96 Both & Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Nervy 4.65** 3.39 3.49 3.57 3.76 Both & Prim. (E) < Neither

Wide interests 15.12 1.77 1.97 2.05 2.39 Both < Sec.; Neither > All

Stimulating 28.61 1.90 2.09 2.18 2.59 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Verbal 32.41 1.73 1.90 2.22 2.49 Both & Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Fascinating 17.17 2.05 2.16 2.30 2.65 Both < Sec.; Neither > All

Communicator 24.08 1.63 1.78 2.02 2.34 Both & Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Impressive 8.78 2.13 2.25 2.28 2.55 Neither > All

Engaging 24.33 1.79 1.94 2.12 2.42 Both & Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Enterprising 8.88 1.94 2.06 2.10 2.38 Neither > All

Contributes wit and humor 17.58 1.83 1.87 2.14 2.40 Both & Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Theoretical 12.01 2.53 2.77 3.09 3.04 Both < Prim. < Sec. & Neither

Introspective 9.45 2.20 2.53 2.64 2.67 Both < All

Reflective 7.90**** 2.10 2.44 2.45 2.39 Both < All

Intellectually independent 6.06*** 1.66 1.81 1.98 2.00 Both < Sec. & Neither; 
Prim. < Neither

Enjoys role of scholar 4.85** 2.14 2.31 2.48 2.56 Both < Sec. & Neither; 
Prim. < Neither

Likes to read/write 10.83 1.73 1.93 2.11 2.36 Both < Sec.; Neither > All

Intelligent 7.34**** 1.30 1.39 1.48 1.59 Both < Sec. & Neither; 
Prim. < Neither

Idealistic 10.66 2.20 2.42 2.73 2.64 Both < Prim. < Sec. & Neither

ET Items

Confident 14.38 1.73 2.03 2.11 2.29 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Dominant 14.34 2.58 2.91 3.07 3.29 Both < All; Prim. < Neither

Initiator 29.07 1.96 2.28 2.55 2.77 Both < Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Activity oriented 22.07 1.64 1.97 2.27 2.39 Both < Prim. < Sec. & Neither

Aggressive 22.68 2.47 2.94 3.00 3.38 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Competitive 31.17 1.83 2.25 2.53 2.91 Both < Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Assertive 25.34 1.81 2.22 2.23 2.68 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Forceful 7.73**** 2.67 2.93 2.96 3.20 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Persuasive 12.82 1.91 2.08 2.27 2.40 Both < Prim. < Sec. & Neither

Opportunistic 10.64 2.57 2.84 2.88 3.19 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither
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Table 15. Mean Rating Scores for the Four MBTI Content Conditions (df = 3, 766, p < .0000). (continued)

Items

MBTI Content Conditions WIth Their Beebe Positions

F Both 
1 & 6

Primary
2 & 5/3 & 8

Secondary
2 & 5/3 & 8

Neither 
4 & 7

Significant Effects2

ET Items (continued)

IT Items

Analytical 25.12 1.86 2.01 2.44 2.60 Both & Prim. < Sec. & Neither

Intellectually independent 6.06*** 1.67 1.77 1.98 1.98 Both & Prim. < Sec. & Neither

EF Items

Expresses feelings easily 28.74 2.23 2.60 2.94 3.16 Both < Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Emotional 31.87 2.19 2.51 2.90 3.12 Both < Prim. < Sec. < Neither

IF Items

Hesitant 22.05 3.10 3.43 3.44 3.81 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Timid 33.18 3.42 3.86 3.95 4.41 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Inhibited 20.95 3.12 3.36 3.62 3.86 Both < Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Meek 16.60 3.41 3.90 3.86 4.18 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Mild 13.07 2.56 2.92 2.92 3.22 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Modest 11.58 2.11 2.30 2.48 2.67 Both < Sec. & Neither;
Prim. < Neither

Shy 44.58 3.15 3.41 3.94 4.25 Both < Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Self-conscious 9.16 2.68 2.96 3.16 3.21 Both < All; Prim. < Neither

Peaceful 5.85*** 1.94 2.18 2.21 2.30 Both < All

Outspoken 19.42 2.20 2.55 2.77 3.03 Both < Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Assertively outgoing 54.67 1.90 2.15 2.95 3.00 Both < Prim. < Sec. & Neither

Enjoys pressure 20.41 2.76 3.08 3.37 3.65 Both < Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Enterprising 17.35 1.84 2.02 2.12 2.48 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Seizes unexpected opportunities 17.62 2.02 2.24 2.35 2.67 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Opinionated 6.57*** 2.25 2.49 2.64 2.73 Both < All; Prim. < Neither

Energetic 13.12 1.69 1.84 2.01 2.20 Both & Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Direct 8.92 1.76 1.99 2.08 2.20 Both < All; Prim. < Neither

Shows initiative 8.83 1.61 1.78 1.86 2.01 Both < All; Prim. < Neither

Straightforward 11.05 1.58 1.81 1.86 2.03 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Seeks action 30.67 1.80 2.15 2.34 2.64 Both < Prim. < Sec. < Neither

*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001; ****p < .0001.

than that for S. TABLE 14 identifies several situations
like this that complicate, but do not invalidate, the 
logic of the preference multidimensionality argument.
Rather, considering only two preferences represents the
simplest form of preference multidimensionality.

The results for the four MBTI content conditions
are presented in TABLE 15. In every case, the F values
for the various ANOVAs were significant, and ranged
from F(3, 766) = 4.65, p < .003 for the EN item

“Nervy” to F(3, 766) = 60.79, p < .0000 for the IS 
item “Quiet.” The significant effects reported in TABLE

15 follow a general pattern in which the Both condition
is followed by the Primary, Secondary, and Neither con-
ditions in fixed, sequential order. The most compelling
cases included significant effects in which Both <
Primary < Secondary < Neither (occurred 10 times);
Both & Primary < Secondary < Neither (occurred 7
times); Both < Primary & Secondary < Neither
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(occurred 13 times); and Both < Primary < Secondary
& Neither (occurred 7 times). All of these relation-
ships are predictable outcomes that fully support the
preference multidimensionality hypothesis. Although
the remaining 20 cases produced lesser effects that
reflect somewhat weaker items, they too are entirely
consistent with preference multidimensionality. In
every case—for all 57 items investigated—the ordinal
relationship remained intact, the Both preferences con-
dition always showed the significantly strongest effect,
whereas the Neither preference condition was always
significantly weakest, and there were no significant
reversals between the four MBTI content conditions.

Note that there were two significant effects in
which Both & Primary < Secondary & Neither. This is
a special case that is equivalent to the preference pairs
hypothesis effects of earlier studies. Note too that this
effect occurred infrequently compared to the frequency
of preference pairs effects in Studies 1, 2, and 4. This
suggests that the preference pairs hypothesis is an 
adequate explanatory construct for the confounded con-
ditions of type dynamics, but it is subordinate to prefer-
ence multidimensionality. More generally, the preference
pairs hypothesis only applies when one relevant prefer-
ence makes a meaningful contribution (i.e., items are
unidimensional rather than multidimensional).

The results reported here are complicated by at
least two factors. First, many items included an interac-
tive component (Reynierse & Harker, 2001a). Second,
although the multidimensionality of this study recog-
nized two dimensions, additional MBTI preferences are
often needed to describe a particular item.

Type Interactions. Type interactions take two
forms—i.e., there is an augmenting form that magnifies
or enhances the effect and a mitigating form that
decreases or lessens it. For example, the IS item “Quiet”
includes an augmenting interaction in which the locus
of the interactive effect is at the IS Pair. By contrast, the
EN item “Stimulating” includes a mitigating interaction
in which the locus of the interactive effect is at the IS
Pair—the opposite of EN.

Although the magnitude of these interactions was
relatively modest and secondary to the effects for the
preferences alone (Reynierse & Harker, 2001a), we can
indirectly assess their contribution to the MBTI content
conditions of this study. Thus, the locus of augmenting
interactions should appear at the Both < Primary or
Both < Secondary conditions, whereas the locus of mit-
igating interactions should appear at the opposite end

of the MBTI content continuum, that is, at the Neither
> Secondary or Neither > Primary conditions (TABLE

15). This is exactly what occurred. Binomial tests
(Siegel, 1956) indicated that 15 (of 18) augmenting
interactions showed significant differences in which
Both < Primary (p < .004), and there were 18 significant
differences in which Both < Secondary (p < .000).
Similarly, 11 (of 12) mitigating interactions showed 
significant differences in which Neither > Secondary 
(p < .003), and  there were 12 significant differences in
which Neither > Primary (p < .000). In every case, the
locus of significant effects was consistent with the locus
of significant interactions.

Complex Multidimensionality. Preference multi-
dimensionality can also include the contributions of
three (or more) preferences, and within the limits of the
type dynamics design of this study, some of these effects
can be evaluated directly. Note that when the third con-
tributing preference is another function (S, N, T, or F),
this new function is balanced within the relevant MBTI
content groups. Consequently, the effects for this addi-
tional function cannot be isolated, as a design is
required in which groups are formed differently. For
example, the ES item “Easy to know” has significant r
values of .31 for E, .07 for S, and .11 for T. Because
these groups were formed to examine the ES dimen-
sion, S and N are separate and distinct, whereas 
the T and F preferences are balanced within Beebe’s
extraverted Sensing conditions (TABLE 9) and within
the Sensing conditions of the Grant-Brownsword 
model (TABLE 1). However, when the third contributing 
preference is a J or P, their effects can be isolated within 
the constraints of a type dynamics design. A total of 
12 items included either a significant J or P and were
evaluated further.5

Evaluation of items described by three relevant
MBTI preferences requires identifying a continuum of
eight MBTI content conditions in which three, two
(three forms), one (three forms), or zero relevant pref-
erences are present. These conditions are embedded in
the design and one-way ANOVAs of Study 3. The MBTI
triads that characterize these content conditions (their
composition) and their corresponding Beebe positions
are presented in TABLE 16 for the 12 items analyzed.
For example, the IS descriptor “Solemn” in TABLE 14 is
an ISJ item in which the r values for I, S, and J are -.23,
.14, and .09, respectively. Again taking the descriptor
“Solemn” as an example, and relating the rank orders to
the MBTI content for this item identified in TABLE 14,
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Table 16. Identification of Unranked MBTI Preference Triads and (Beebe Positions) for Each of Eight
MBTI Content Conditions That Occur When There Are Three Significant Preferences.

Solemn (ISJ) ISJ (1st) ISP (6th) INJ (8th) ESJ (2nd) INP (3rd) ESP (5th) ENJ (7th) ENP (4th)

Quiet (ISJ)

Nervy (ENP) ENP (1st) ENJ (6th) ESP (8th) INP (2nd) ESJ (3rd) INJ (5th) ISP (7th) ISJ (4th)

Wide Interests (ENP)

Stimulating (ENP)

Verbal (ENP)

Contributes wit and
humor (ENP)

Outspoken (ETP) ETP (6th) ETJ (1st) EFP (3rd) ITP (5th) EFJ (8th) ITJ (2nd) IFP (4th) IFJ (7th)

Seizes unexpected
opportunities (ETP)

Analytical (ITJ) ITJ (6th) ITP (1st) IFJ (3rd) ETJ (5th) IFP (8th) ETP (2nd) EFJ (4th) EFP (7th)

Emotional (EFP) EFP (6th) EFJ (1st) ETP (3rd) IFP (5th) ETJ (8th) IFJ (2nd) ITP (4th) ITJ (7th)

Modest (IFJ) IFJ (6th) IFP (1st) ITJ (3rd) EFJ (5th) ITP (8th) EFP (2nd) ETJ (4th) ETP (7th)

Item (Preferences)

MBTI Content Conditions With Their Beebe Positions

Three E or I + 
S, N, T, or F

E or I + 
J or P

S, N, T, or F
+ J or P

E or I 
only

S, N, T, or F
only

J or P
only

None

IS Items

EN Items

ET Items

IT Item

EF Item

IF Item

the greatest “strength of preference” occurs when all
three relevant preferences are present (I, S, and J and
including the ISTJ and ISFJ types). The next greatest
“strength of preference” occurs when the Ranks 1 and 
2 preferences are present (I and S only and including
the ISTP and ISFP types), and this is followed by the 
situation in which the Ranks 1 and 3 preferences are
present (I and J only and including the INTJ and INFJ
types). After this, the order is when the Ranks 2 and 
3 preferences are present (S and J only and including
the ESTJ and ESFJ types), next the Rank 1 preference
only (I only and including the INTP and INFP types),
next the Rank 2 preference only (S only and including
the ESTP and ESFP types), next the Rank 3 preference
only (J only and including the ENTJ and ENFJ types),
and finally the None relevant preference condition 
(E, N, and P preferences present rather than I, S, and J 

and including the ENTP and ENFP types).
The mean rating scores for each MBTI content

condition based on preference rank as determined by
the preference r values and difference scores (TABLE 14)
are presented in TABLE 17 for each item. In general, for
every item, the results were progressive and hierarchi-
cal. The greater or stronger effects (lower rating scores)
occurred for the three preferences condition or when
the highest-ranking preferences were included; inter-
mediate effects occurred in the middle of the content
continuum; and the weakest effects (highest rating
scores) occurred for the None condition.

There was one significant reversal that occurred
repeatedly. For the items “Quiet,” “Verbal,” “Contributes
wit and humor,” “Analytical,” and “Emotional,” the Rank
1 preference only condition had significantly stronger
effects (lower rating scores) than the immediately adja-
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cent Rank 2 & 3 two preference condition. Note that in
each case these five items had a primary preference,
with a very large r value and a corresponding large 
disparity between it and the r value of the remaining
relevant preferences (TABLE 14).

The effects presented in TABLE 17 are unweighted
and are based strictly on the ordinal relationships
among the relevant preferences. For these exceptional
items, considering the proportional contribution of
each preference and reversing the order of the Rank 1
and Rank 2 & 3 content conditions preserves hierarchy
and the ordinal relationships expected under preference
multidimensionality. Note, however, that the conditions
are now also ordered according to the primary prefer-
ence pair, and such results also support the preference
pairs hypothesis. When there is a particularly high r

value (and difference score) that is primary for a prefer-
ence, the relationships are essentially unidimensional
rather than multidimensional.

STUDY 6
This research examined the generality of the preference
multidimensionality and MBTI content conditions
identified for the Beebe model of type dynamics (Study
5) to the multidimensionality and MBTI content condi-
tions of the Grant-Brownsword and Manual models of
type dynamics (Studies 1 and 2). Multidimensionality is
embedded in the composition of each type dynamics
group (TABLES 1 and 6) but in clearly different ordinal
relationships than those described by type dynamics,
thereby producing different predictions from those of
type dynamics. We limited our analyses to the E–I, S–N,

Table 17. Mean Rating Scores for Each of Eight MBTI Content Conditions and Beebe Positions
Ranked by Strength of MBTI Preference (df = 7, 762; p < .0000).

Solemn (ISJ)ª 6.85 2.99 (1st) 3.13 (6th) 3.17 (8th) 3.52 (2nd) 3.32 (3rd) 3.27 (5th) 3.57 (7th) 3.64 (4th)

Quiet (IJS) 26.64 2.38 (1st) 2.46 (8th) 2.37 (6th) 3.25 (2nd) 2.70 (3rd) 3.36 (7th) 3.35 (5th) 3.45 (4th)

Outspoken (ETP) 10.02 1.92 (6th) 2.46 (1st) 2.54 (3rd) 2.76 (5th) 2.55 (8th) 2.77 (2nd) 3.00 (4th) 3.06 (7th)

Seizes unexpected 8.61 2.04 (6th) 2.00 (1st) 2.19 (3rd) 2.26 (5th) 2.30 (8th) 2.40 (2nd) 2.51 (4th) 2.81 (7th)
opportunities (ETP)

Analytical (TJI) 11.68 1.80 (6th) 1.88 (5th) 1.96 (1st) 2.47 (3rd) 2.15 (2nd) 2.51 (4th) 2.41 (8th) 2.68 (7th)

Emotional (FEP) 14.73 2.09 (6th) 2.32 (1st) 2.66 (5th) 2.86 (3rd) 2.37 (2nd) 2.93 (8th) 3.06 (4th) 3.15 (7th)

Modest (IFJ) 5.99 2.07 (6th) 2.16 (1st) 2.27 (3rd) 2.35 (5th) 2.38 (8th) 2.59 (2nd) 2.55 (4th) 2.80 (7th)

Nervy (ENP) 2.61* 3.37 (1st) 3.42 (6th) 3.32 (8th) 3.51 (2nd) 3.57 (3rd) 3.63 (5th) 3.61 (7th) 3.83 (4th)

Wide interests (NEP) 6.51 1.78 (1st) 1.76 (6th) 1.97 (2nd) 1.98 (8th) 1.97 (5th) 2.09 (3rd) 2.38 (7th) 2.39 (4th)

Stimulating (ENP) 12.32 1.89 (1st) 1.91 (6th) 2.11 (8th) 2.21 (2nd) 2.08 (3rd) 2.15 (5th) 2.54 (7th) 2.61 (4th)

Verbal (ENP) 14.39 1.76 (1st) 1.69 (6th) 1.74 (8th) 2.26 (2nd) 1.98 (3rd) 2.19 (5th) 2.56 (7th) 2.46 (4th)

Contributes wit 8.52 1.89 (1st) 1.75 (6th) 1.87 (8th) 2.15 (2nd) 1.87 (3rd) 2.14 (5th) 2.19 (7th) 2.50 (4th)
and humor (ENP)

Item 
(Preference Order)

Number of Preferences in MBTI Content Conditions

F
Three 

Rank 1–3 Rank 1 & 2
Two

Rank 1 & 3 Rank 2 & 3 Rank 1
One

Rank 2 Rank 3 None

IS Items

EN Items

ET Items

IT Item

EF Item

IF Item

ª Preferences arranged by rank (Table 14). *p < .05
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and T–F preference pairs, that is, to the relevant multi-
dimensionality content conditions of type dynamics.
The broader implications of preference multidimen-
sionality will be presented separately at a later time.

METHOD
The sample, rating questionnaire, and individual items
were identical to those detailed in Study 1. The logic of
preference multidimensionality, the formation of the
preference multidimensional conditions (Both, Primary,
Secondary, and Neither preferences shared), and the
two-stage statistical analyses were identical to those
detailed in Study 5. However, in order to reduce the
number of trivial effects, an experiment-wise correction
and selection standard of alpha = .01 was used through-
out for these measures.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Stage 1 significant r values and difference scores for
S, N, T, and F items are presented in TABLES 18–21,
respectively. Note that although the multidimensional-
ity implicit within type dynamics includes only two
dimensions, additional MBTI preferences are often
needed to describe a particular item. For example, for

the purposes of this research, both “Likes tested rou-
tines” and “Structure oriented” are SI items in which the
S preference is primary and the I preference secondary
(TABLE 18). However, “Likes tested routines” also has a
significant J relationship and “Structure oriented” is also
significant for T and J. In fact, for this latter item, the r
value and difference score for J is greater than that for S.
TABLES 18–21 identify several situations like this that
complicate, but do not invalidate, the logic of the pref-
erence multidimensionality argument. Rather, as noted
earlier, considering only two preferences represents the
simplest form of preference multidimensionality.

There were 45 items that met the preference 
multidimensionality content conditions relevant for type
dynamics. The results for the four content conditions
for these items are presented in TABLE 22. In every case,
the F values for the various ANOVAs were significant,
and ranged from F(3, 766) = 6.18, p < .001 for the SI
item “Narrow” to F(3, 766) = 33.18, p < .0000 for the
IF item “Timid.”

The significant effects reported in TABLE 22 follow
a general pattern in which the Both condition is followed
by the Primary, Secondary, and Neither conditions in
fixed, sequential order, effects and relationships that are

Table 18. MBTI Preference Contributions to Sensing (S) Items: Significant r Values and Difference
Scores (d.s.) With alpha = .01.

Conformist — — .27 .47 — .14 .14 .16

Conservative — .25 .28 .49 — .12 .17 .32

Structure oriented -.11 .18 .23 .34 .16 .32 .39 .70

Likes things settled — — .24 .34 — — .27 .45

Traditional — — .21 .31 — — .19 .31

Likes tried methods -.10 .19 .27 .41 — .13 .22 .29

Factual — .18 .25 .35 .20 .31 .23 .36

Literal — — .23 .31 — — .11 .16

Likes tested routines -.15 .29 .28 .58 — — .28 .42

Concrete — — .25 .38 .14 .25 .16 .28

Structured -.10 .16 .20 .28 .14 .29 .38 .67

Cautious -.12 .22 .22 .35 — — .17 .21

Realistic — .13 .19 .26 .15 .19 .15 .19

Avoids drawing 
attention to self -.31 .58 .19 .41 — — — —

Exact -.10 .20 .17 .26 .18 .32 .24 .46

Narrow — .19 .12 .19 — — — —

Item

E–I S–N T–F J–P

r d.s. r d.s. r d.s. r d.s.
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Imaginative — .17 -.31 .49 — — -.12 .15

Unconventional — — -.29 .46 — — -.25 .37

Abstract — — -.32 .58 — — — —

Visionary — — -.30 .57 — .14 — —

Creative — — -.26 .45 — — — —

Uncomfortable 
with routines — — -.23 .34 — — -.26 .44

Restless — — -.20 .32 — — -.15 .22

Idea-oriented — — -.27 .47 .16 .27 — —

Original .12 .21 -.19 .30 — — — —

Inventive .11 .18 -.20 .36 .17 .29 — —

Wide interests .15 .31 -.21 .41 — — -.10 —

Inquisitive — .17 -.25 .40 .15 .29 -.11 —

Individualistic — — -.21 .31 — .12 -.10 .16

Questioning — — -.18 .28 .10 .12 — —

Conceptual thinker — — -.24 .42 .16 .22 — —

Stimulating .28 .41 -.21 .35 — — — .10

Communicator .26 .49 -.17 .30 — — — —

Ingenious — — -.20 .34 .13 .19 — —

Insightful — — -.24 .38 — — — —

Perceptive — — -.19 .30 — — — —

Seeks knowledge — — -.16 .24 — — — —

Theoretical — — -.22 .41 .14 .30 — —

Introspective -.19 .28 — — — — — —

Reflective -.11 .15 — .13 — .12 — —

Enjoys role of
scholar — — -.13 .28 .13 .31 — —

Intellectually
independent — — -.15 .25 .15 .26 — —

Item

E–I S–N T–F J–P

r d.s. r d.s. r d.s. r d.s.

Table 19. MBTI Preference Contributions to Intuitive (N) Items: Significant r Values and Difference
Scores (d.s.) With alpha = .01.

identical to those reported in Study 5. A summary of the
general multidimensionality effects is presented in
TABLE 23. Full preference multidimensionality in which
Both < Primary < Secondary < Neither occurred 7
times. Other cases of particular interest include Both 
& Primary < Secondary < Neither, Both < Primary &
Secondary < Neither, and Both < Primary < Secondary
& Neither. All of these relationships are predictable 
outcomes that fully support the preference multidimen-
sionality hypothesis. Note that there were four signifi-
cant effects in which Both & Primary < Secondary &
Neither. This is a special case that is equivalent to the
preference pairs hypothesis effects of Studies 1 and 2.

Note too that like the results of Study 5, this effect
occurred infrequently compared to the frequency of
preference pairs effects in Studies 1 and 2. Such limited
effects reinforce our interpretation (Study 5) that the
preference pairs hypothesis is an adequate explanatory
construct for the confounded conditions of type
dynamics, but it is subordinate to preference multi-
dimensionality. More generally, the preference pairs
hypothesis only applies when one relevant preference
makes a meaningful contribution, that is, items are uni-
dimensional rather than multidimensional. There were
also 11 lesser effects that reflect somewhat weaker items
but that are entirely consistent with preference multidi-
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Analytical -.11 .17 — — .31 .59 .13 .21

Logical -.11 .14 .09 — .32 .46 .15 .22

Enjoys pressure .10 .29 — .23 .28 .58 — —

Competitive .16 .38 — — .29 .67 — —

Decisive — — — — .22 .34 .21 .41

Enterprising -.15 .26 -.11 .24 .23 .37 — —

Rational -.15 .24 — — .22 .31 .14 .21

Assertive -.21 .43 -.11 .20 .23 .42 — —

Objective — — — — .18 .16 — —

Independent — — -.12 .17 .19 .22 — —

Confident .14 .23 — — .24 .31 — —

Firm — — — — .21 .31 -.15 .22

Values cleverness — — -.12 .22 .18 .28 -.10 .14

Demanding — — — .18 .25 .44 — —

Thinker — — -.13 .23 .19 .29 -.10 .17

Forceful .12 .24 — — .16 .27 — —

Dominant .11 .26 — — .23 .43 — —

Critical — — — — .19 .48 — —

Self-determined — — — — .19 .28 — .13

Initiator .29 .53 -.15 .31 .13 .26 — —

Activity oriented .27 .52 — — .13 .21 — —

Aggressive .20 .47 — — .20 .41 — —

Persuasive .19 .33 -.13 .25 — .14 — —

Opportunistic .17 .32 — — .15 .28 — —

Outspoken .23 .52 -.11 .22 .15 .29 -.10 .17

Item

E–I S–N T–F J–P

r d.s. r d.s. r d.s. r d.s.

Table 20. MBTI Preference Contributions to Thinking (T) Items: Significant r Values and Difference
Scores (d.s.) With alpha = .01.

mensionality. In every case—for all 45 items investi-
gated—the ordinal relationship remained intact, the
Both preferences condition always showed the signifi-
cantly strongest effect, whereas the Neither preference
condition was always significantly weakest, and there
were no significant reversals between the four content
conditions.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Objections may be made about the repeated statistical
analyses of the same dataset and the large number of
statistical runs included in the analyses of this research.
First, type dynamics is a highly convoluted process 
that requires multiple analyses to untangle. Second,
although we considered an experiment-wise correction
to the alpha level, we selected the p < .05 level to give

type dynamics the maximum opportunity to be
expressed. It is noteworthy then that the strongest 
evidence for type dynamics (i.e., where the dominant 
< auxiliary < tertiary < inferior) never occurred for the
Grant-Brownsword model (Study 1) and occurred only
once for the Manual model (Study 2), despite the liberal
.05 significance level. Third, Tukey (1969) addressed
the issue of using multiple analyses to analyze data and
recommended such multiple analyses and detective
work in order to understand what the data are saying.

The present research has consequences for three
theoretical issues that emerge from type theory and 
type dynamics. One issue is the appropriateness of the
Grant-Brownsword, Manual, and Beebe models of type
dynamics compared to the alternative, preference pairs
hypothesis. Second, there are established rules for form-
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Soft-hearted — — .13 .16 -.31 .49 — —

Feeling — .13 — — -.36 .50 — —

Compassionate .10 .18 — — -.29 .40 — —

Emotional .13 .29 — — -.32 .66 — —

Empathetic — — — — -.24 .36 — —

Likes harmony — — — — -.23 .29 — —

Warm .12 .16 — — -.27 .41 — .12

Sensitive — — — — -.30 .48 — —

Dreamy — — -.10 .17 -.24 .52 -.20 .36

Soft — — — — -.29 .55 — —

Caring — — — — -.24 .25 — —

Sympathetic — — — — -.29 .42 — —

Seeks harmony — — — — -.23 .33 — —

Timid -.29 .53 .09 .23 -.22 .44 — —

Lenient — — — — -.25 .35 -.13 .24

Obliging — — .13 .21 -.16 .28 — —

Kind — — — — -.19 .21 — —

Sentimental — — — — -.33 .63 — —

Hesitant -.18 .34 .11 .25 -.22 .34 — —

Inhibited -.25 .50 — .20 -.09 .22 — —

Meek -.21 .35 .20 .41 -.18 .40 — —

Mild -.14 .33 .19 .41 -.16 .32 — —

Modest -.18 .36 .09 .22 -.10 .19 — .19

Item

E–I S–N T–F J–P

r d.s. r d.s. r d.s. r d.s.

Table 21. MBTI Preference Contributions to Feeling (F) Items: Significant r Values and Difference
Scores (d.s.) With alpha = .01.

ing type dynamics groups in which the J–P preference
pair is a “pointer variable” for determining which func-
tions are extraverted and which functions are intro-
verted. This research has direct implications for J–P’s
“pointer variable” role. Third, type theory posits that
Extraverts externalize their dominant or best function,
whereas Introverts internalize their dominant or best
function and externalize their auxiliary or second 
best function. This research examined whether clearer, 
more visible effects occurred for Extraversion than for
Introversion. At another level of analysis, this research
has broader implications and suggests that type theory as
currently constituted must be revised, perhaps radically.

The Insignificance of Type Dynamics. This
research provided little support for the Grant-
Brownsword, Manual, or Beebe models of type dynamics.
The type classes produced by type dynamics opera-
tions simply did not meet predicted expectations or fit

the data. On the other hand, within the framework of
type dynamics, it is necessarily the case that the domi-
nant and auxiliary functions always include a particular
preference (e.g., S), whereas the tertiary and inferior
functions always include the opposite function (e.g., N)
(TABLE 1). This fact is fundamental to the alternative,
preference pairs hypothesis. When the dominant = aux-
iliary or the tertiary = inferior, there is uniformity for
that particular preference. When dominant = auxiliary
< tertiary = inferior (dominant & auxiliary < tertiary &
inferior), there is simply a difference between the two
preferences that comprise each preference pair (e.g., the
effects for S differ from the effects for N). That the indi-
vidual preferences within each preference pair are reli-
ably differentiated from each other—the independence
of the bipolar opposites—is sufficient to account for
almost all of the effects presented here for all models of
type dynamics.
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This research does not invalidate or even challenge
the traditional Jungian theory that identifies the domi-
nant, auxiliary, tertiary, and inferior functions (e.g.,
Harris, 1996). The hierarchy of the four functions can
be accepted as a legitimate and useful construct based
strictly on clinical experience and evidence. However,
this research casts considerable doubt on the MBTI-
derived rules for forming type dynamics groups in
which the J–P preference pair is a “pointer variable” for
determining which functions are extraverted and which
functions are introverted. Simply put, applying the
Grant-Brownsword (Brownsword, 1987, 1988), Manual
(Myers & McCaulley, 1985; Myers et al., 1998), or
Beebe (Beebe, 1984) rules for determining type dynam-
ics relationships was neither necessary nor sufficient for
reliably obtaining type dynamics effects. If the hierarchy
of the four functions has any legitimacy and utility, it is
first necessary to develop an objectively independent
method for forming these classes as well as providing
the empirical justification for continuing to use them.

Although this research casts considerable doubt on
the MBTI-derived rules for forming type dynamics
groups, it is equally clear that MBTI-derived concepts
successfully organized the data of this research in 
ways that were unusually orderly, systematic, and 
predictable. Consequently, although the MBTI-derived
rules of type dynamics can and should be discarded, the
concept of type dominance almost certainly remains
valid but in a revised and radically different form than
its current typological use. We will return to this topic
later in the discussion.

The effects for Extraversion and Introversion are
particularly interesting. In every case, the extraverted
and introverted conditions formed by the Grant-
Brownsword (Brownsword, 1987, 1988) or Manual
model (Myers & McCaulley, 1985; Myers et al., 1998)
type dynamics rules were without effect or in the 
opposite, nonpredicted direction (TABLE 5). More
importantly, all forms of type dynamics confound the
expression of type dynamics effects in the E and I 
attitudes with the E–I preference pair (e.g., although
ISTP and ISFP types are auxiliary Sensing extraverted
groups, they are introverted types). The results were
quite different when we considered the results for E and
I based strictly on the E–I preference pair and unencum-
bered by type dynamics views about the expression of the
functions in the E and I attitudes. Under these conditions,
there were significant effects between E and I for three
of the four comparisons and two of these conditions, N

and T, provided clear support for the expectation that
effects are more obvious for Extraverts than for
Introverts. The implication is quite clear—the evidence
does not support the type dynamics view that Extraverts
externalize their dominant or best function, whereas
Introverts internalize their dominant or best function
and externalize their auxiliary or second best function.
Rather, what matters is being an Extravert or Introvert,
and the dominant and auxiliary status of any function—
at least as determined by applying the Grant-
Brownsword or Manual model rules for forming type
dynamics groups—had little effect. Further, this conclu-
sion is entirely consistent with the preference multi-
dimensionality identified in Studies 5 and 6 and the
results for the E and I control conditions (Studies 1, 2,
and 4) in which results were caused by the E–I prefer-
ence pair.

Although borderline effects statistically, in some
cases E conditions were in fact rated higher (less
observed), for example, for S (ES) and N (Ne) in TABLE

5. Sometimes effects were clearer for Introverts than 
for Extraverts. What accounts for this relationship and
apparent discrepancy? First, it is clear that independent
raters can evaluate Introverts, detect signs or evidence
for their introversion, and distinguish introverted 
activities from extraverted activities. Second, these
results suggest that the preference multidimensionality
expressed in many items (TABLES 18–21) was a con-
tributing factor, particularly for the S conditions. Thus,
several S items included a natural bias toward I and
against E, and therefore higher ratings for ES items for
which extraverted Ss are less likely to exhibit that qual-
ity than introverted Ss. For such multidimensional items,
whether someone is an Extravert or Introvert matters,
but so does whether the person is an S, N, T, or F.

Although incompatible with a type dynamics inter-
pretation, the present results are entirely consistent with
the Five Factor Model (FFM; e.g., John, 1990; McCrae
& Costa, 1989; Newman, 1995) and reflect strictly the
straightforward contributions of the individual prefer-
ences. When there is preference multidimensionality,
effects reflect primarily the additive effects for the pref-
erences rather than any “dynamical relationships” as
posited by Myers (Myers, 1962; Myers & Myers, 1980).

Why then do type dynamics effects sometimes
occur? One reason is that type dynamics effects are
based on a small number of type combinations that at
times coincide with the MBTI content conditions of
preference multidimensionality. But most of the time
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Table 22. Mean Rating Scores for the Four Preference Multidimensionality Content Conditions
(df = 3, 766, p < .0000).

Conservative SI 16.99 2.23 2.47 2.72 2.90 Both < Prim. < Sec. & Neither

Structure oriented SI 8.23** 2.22 2.34 2.52 2.68 Both < Sec. & Neither; 
Prim. < Neither

Likes tried methods SI 15.93 2.14 2.34 2.58 2.67 Both < Prim. < Sec. & Neither

Factual SI 13.05 1.74 1.95 2.13 2.21 Both < Prim. < Sec. & Neither 

Likes tested routines SI 22.54 2.20 2.53 2.80 2.94 Both < Prim. < Sec. & Neither

Structured SI 6.19* 2.15 2.34 2.47 2.54 Both < Sec. & Neither

Cautious SI 12.28 2.16 2.33 2.48 2.66 Both < Sec.; Neither > All

Realistic SI 10.02 1.76 1.96 2.09 2.11 Both < All

Exact SI 6.48* 2.03 2.16 2.23 2.43 Neither > All

Narrow SI 6.18* 3.85 4.10 4.08 4.20 Both < All

Avoids drawing 
attention to self IS 27.09 2.13 2.50 2.75 3.05 Both < Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Imaginative NE 22.48 1.80 1.85 2.20 2.39 Both & Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Original NE 11.09 2.00 2.10 2.19 2.46 Both < Sec.; Neither > All

Inventive NE 9.98 2.21 2.38 2.58 2.69 Both & Prim. < Sec. & Neither

Wide interests NE 15.12 1.77ª 1.97 2.05 2.39 Both < Sec.; Neither > Allª

Inquisitive NE 15.27 1.85 1.95 2.20 2.35 Both & Prim. < Sec. & Neither

Stimulating EN 28.61 1.90 2.09 2.18 2.59 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Communicator EN 24.08 1.63 1.78 2.02 2.34 Both & Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Reflective IN 7.90** 2.11 2.45 2.44 2.39 Both < All

Analytical TI 25.02 1.86 2.01 2.44 2.60 Both & Prim. < Sec. & Neither

Logical TI 22.87 1.69 1.81 2.14 2.28 Both & Prim. < Sec. & Neither

Rational TI 18.25 1.76 1.95 2.03 2.30 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Enjoys pressure TE 20.41 2.76 3.08 3.37 3.65 Both < Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Competitive TE 31.17 1.83 2.25 2.53 2.91 Both < Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Enterprising TE 17.35 1.84 2.02 2.12 2.48 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Confident TE 14.38 1.73 2.03 2.11 2.29 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Forceful TE 7.73** 2.67 2.93 2.96 3.12 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Dominant TE 14.34 2.58 2.91 3.07b 3.29 Both < All; Prim. < Neither

Initiator ET 29.07 1.96 2.28 2.55 2.77 Both < Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Activity oriented ET 22.07 1.64 1.97 2.27 2.39 Both < Prim. < Sec. & Neither

Persuasive ET 12.82 1.91 2.08 2.27 2.40 Both < Prim. < Sec. & Neither

Outspoken ET 19.42 2.21 2.55 2.77 3.03 Both < Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Assertive E=T 25.34 1.81 2.23 2.22 2.68 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Aggressive E=T 22.68 2.47 3.00 2.94 3.38 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Opportunistic E=T 10.64 2.57 2.88 2.84 3.19 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Item
Preference

Relationship F value Both Primary Secondary Neither Significant Effects2

Sensing Items

Intuition Items

Thinking Items

Multidimensionality Conditions
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Table 22. Mean Rating Scores for the Four Preference Multidimensionality Content Conditions
(df = 3, 766, p < .0000). (continued)

Feeling FE 28.24 1.56 1.61 1.99 2.18 Both & Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Compassionate FE 19.14 1.53 1.63 1.85 2.09 Both & Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Emotional FE 31.87 2.19 2.51 2.90 3.12 Both < Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Warm FE 22.22 1.60 1.64 1.89 2.15 Both & Prim. < Sec. < Neither

Hesitant FI 22.05 3.10 3.43 3.44 3.81 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Timid IF 33.18 3.42 3.86 3.95 4.41 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Inhibited IF 20.95 3.12 3.36 3.62 3.86 Both < Prim < Sec. < Neither

Modest IF 11.58 2.11 2.30 2.48 2.67 Both < Sec. & Neither; 
Prim. < Neither

Meek I=F 16.60 3.41 3.90 3.86 4.18 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Mild I=F 13.07 2.56 2.92 2.92 3.22 Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither

Item
Preference

Relationship F value Both Primary Secondary Neither Significant Effects

Feeling items

Multidimensionality Conditions

type dynamics organizes the data in a psychologically
meaningless manner that contradicts the straightfor-
ward contribution of the individual preferences that are
fundamental to the FFM of personality and the prefer-
ence multidimensionality that characterized most of the
items of this research.

Kirby (1992) observed that “understanding type
dynamics is not intuitive . . . and (understanding)
requires extra effort” (p. 11). But Kirby selected the
wrong perceiving preference. Rather, type dynamics
simply does not fit the facts. The problem for type
dynamics is not that it is non-intuitive, but that it is
non-sensing.

The Significance of Preference Multidimension-
ality. Two issues are fundamental for type dynamics 
theory and research. First, how are type dynamics
groups formed (or identified)? Second, what is their
composition (or content)? Applying the rules for form-
ing type dynamics groups (Studies 1–3) did not produce
orderly type dynamics effects. In marked contrast, exam-
ining the MBTI preference content of type dynamics
groups (Studies 4–6) demonstrated that the preferences
alone produced highly systematic and orderly effects.

From the perspective of both the preference pairs
hypothesis and preference multidimensionality, the four
MBTI preference pairs have independent meaningful-
ness and equivalent status that are descriptive of separate

aspects of human activity (Reynierse, 2000a, 2000c).
This view conforms with the factor structure of the
MBTI (Johnson & Saunders, 1990; Tischler, 1994) and
the FFM of personality (e.g., John, 1990; McCrae &
Costa, 1989). Each preference pair—including E–I and
J–P—is used in a direct, straightforward way.

By contrast, type dynamics uses J–P and E–I in an
unorthodox, curious manner. Thus, type dynamics uses
J–P as a “pointer variable” in which the J–P preference
identifies how someone prefers to deal with the outer
world (i.e., which functions are extraverted). This use of
J–P is central to the issue of how type dynamics groups
are formed (or identified). Type dynamics is silent about
J–P as an MBTI preference pair with its own independ-
ent status and the corresponding J–P effects reported in
TABLE 14, and type dynamics cannot account for the
relationships reported in TABLE 17 or any type effects
that include J–P. The present research provided consis-
tent and convincing support for both the preference
pairs and preference multidimensionality alternatives to
type dynamics but are damaging to and challenge type
dynamics theories of psychological type.

The results of Studies 5 and 6 showed conclusively
the order effects predicted by preference multidimen-
sionality. In every case, the content conditions of both
studies showed the predicted ordinal relationship; the
Both preferences condition always showed the signifi-

*p < .001   **p < .0001   
ª Both < Prim. (p < .051) and is arguably Both < Prim. & Sec. < Neither.
b Sec. < Neither (p < .051) and is arguably Both < Prim. & Sec < Neither.
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cantly strongest effect, whereas the Neither preference
condition was always significantly weakest; and there
were no significant reversals among the four content
conditions. More complex items with three significant
preference effects and eight MBTI content conditions
produced comparable effects and relationships. The
additive effects predicted by preference multidimen-
sionality produced highly systematic, orderly effects that
included progressive hierarchy and that were based
almost entirely upon the contributions of significant
preferences, again strictly as members of individual MBTI
preference pairs.

The results of these studies and analyses are incon-
sistent with type dynamics and identify serious deficien-
cies with type dynamics as theory. At the same time,
these results are easily explained by the straightforward
view that they reflect the role of a particular function or
preference, and the E and I effects occur strictly because
of their membership in the E–I preference pair, and the
reality of preference multidimensionality (i.e., that two
or more preferences are often necessary to describe 
significant type effects and relationships). Similarly,
although these results are consistent with the FFM of
personality, preference multidimensionality combined
with the bipolarity of type theory expands the utility of
the FFM of personality beyond that of the unipolar FFM
model (e.g., McCrae & Costa, 1989).

Interestingly, the results for preference multidi-
mensionality are consistent with the interpretations of
Jungians such as Meier (1977/1995) who identify func-
tion and attitude differences between the first (domi-
nant) and fourth (inferior) positions (e.g., that EN [our
Both condition] is opposite to IS [our Neither condi-
tion]), but who do not postulate attitude differences
between the first (dominant) and second (auxiliary)

positions (e.g., the dominant EN and auxiliary ET 
[or EF] both occur in the E attitude). In this sense the
preference multidimensionality research reported here
supports the most fundamental of Jungian type con-
cepts—i.e., that there are complementary opposites. 

What then is the status of type dominance and the
dominant process? The results of this research and other
research of ours (Reynierse & Harker, 2005b) suggest
that the dominant preference is simply the independently
high-value preference, particularly when that preference
stands out and is markedly higher than any other con-
tributing preference. It is also clear that this dominance
is dependent on the individual situation and varies from
one psychological state to another. Such an interpreta-
tion of type dominance enjoys the theoretical advantage
that any preference may in fact be dominant—not just
the functions. The equivalent status of E–I and J–P with
S–N and T–F also confers on them the possibility that
they too may be dominant.

Recognition that all eight MBTI preferences may be
dominant also implies that the eight preferences can be
ordered (arranged) in many ways and form many addi-
tional types beyond the 16 types of traditional type 
theory. Reynierse and Harker (2005b) provided strong
empirical support for this view and the related idea that
each individual’s MBTI preference scores represent a
reliable estimate of the strength or rank order of each 
of the preferences. Reynierse and Harker ranked partic-
ipants on all eight MBTI preferences based on their
MBTI continuous scale scores and found almost perfect
correspondence between these rankings and other,
independent measures. From this perspective, type
dominance includes eight—not four—positions, and
one way to identify the dominance order for any indi-
vidual is simply to use the rank order of the MBTI scale

Table 23. Frequency and Percentage of Significant Preference Multidimensionality Effects.

General Effects2 Frequency (%)
Borderline Cases Included/

Excluded Frequency (%)

Both < Primary < Secondary < Neither 7 (15.6%)

Both & Primary < Secondary < Neither 5 (11.1%)

Both < Primary & Secondary < Neither 12 (26.7%) 14 (31.1%)

Both < Primary < Secondary & Neither 6 (13.3%)

Both & Primary < Secondary & Neither 4 (8.9%)

Lesser Effects 11 (24.4%) 9 (20%)
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scores for each individual preference. This also resolves
the ambiguity surrounding the tertiary position (e.g.,
Myers, 2002), because the tertiary simply reduces to the
third ranked preference.

There is a fundamental distinction between the type
conditions that are descriptive of individual psycho-
logical events and the psychological dispositions that
characterize individual people. The realm of human
endeavor and conscious activity includes an array of psy-
chological events, each of which can be described by the
sum of the particular type effects—individual preferences
and their interactions—that are relevant for it (Reynierse,
2000a, 2000b; Reynierse & Harker, 2001a). Each of
these psychological events is situational and limited in
scope, and represents just a fragment of the broader
capacity of human nature and potential. Each of the
descriptors used in this research is an example of such
situational or contextual psychological states and reflects
the fact that only some type constructs are necessary to
describe them. The remaining, unused preferences are
idle for that particular situation.

From the perspective of type theory, everyone has
the capacity to use all eight individual preferences but is
more comfortable and skilled in the use of only one
member of each preference pair. Thus, each person also
uses his or her nonpreferred preferences, but less 
frequently and skillfully. Although the whole person
experiences the psychological states denoted by the
descriptors used in this research, each person relies on
only part of his or her psychological type inventory
when doing so. Although all eight preferences are
always available, in any given situation only some are
appropriate or needed. Similarly, the participants in this
research had, by their very humanity, the capability to
experience these psychological events and exhibit the
conscious activity associated with them to some degree
or other, regardless of their individual four-letter, MBTI
type. It is the nature of being human to experience these
forms of conscious activity—everyone can and does in
a fitting situation. The MBTI preferences permit
responding appropriately to a vast array of different 
situations in which the individual elements of type are
relevant. In this sense the eight MBTI preferences are
options for use depending upon the particular situation
and context (Reynierse, 2000c, 2000d; Reynierse &
Harker, 2001b).

ENDNOTES
1 The MBTI E–I preference pair is used in two categor-

ically different ways—in the straightforward relation-
ship between E–I and the other MBTI preferences 
or Jungian functions, and in the expression of the
functions in the Jungian attitudes of Extraversion and
Introversion. To differentiate these two usages, we
used conventional MBTI nomenclature (i.e., ES, IS,
EN, IN, ET, IT, EF, and IF) to identify strict combina-
tions of different MBTI preferences, in this case, rela-
tionships between E–I and the functions (S–N and
T–F). Similarly, because type dynamics departs from
this direct combination of the preferences and is artic-
ulated in terms of the expression of the functions 
in the E and I attitudes, we used conventional Jungian
nomenclature—i.e., Se, Si, Ne, Ni, Te, Ti, Fe, and Fi—
to identify the expression of each Jungian function in
the E and I attitudes.

2 In order to conserve journal space and eliminate
repetitive, stilted statistical language, we have repeat-
edly used symbols such as < (less than) and = (equals)
to describe statistical relationships between the domi-
nant, auxiliary, tertiary, and inferior type dynamics
conditions. For example, the expression “dominant <
auxiliary < tertiary < inferior” is shorthand for “the
dominant is statistically significantly less than the 
auxiliary, which is statistically significantly less than
the tertiary, which is statistically significantly less than 
the inferior.” Similarly, the expression “dominant =
auxiliary < tertiary = inferior” is shorthand for “the
dominant is statistically equivalent (nonsignificant 
difference) to the auxiliary and both the dominant and
the auxiliary are statistically significantly less than 
the tertiary, which is statistically equivalent to the 
inferior.”

3 Tables of the significant effects for these analyses are
available from the authors.

4 John Beebe, personal communication.
5 The IN item “idealistic” included a significant effect for

P but was not analyzed further as it was significant for
I only in interaction.
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